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*survey conducted by Kaplan, the US-based educational corporation (2012)

82%
People learn English 
by watching TV

*





The Power of Subtitles

Do SUBTITLES improve language skills?
- meta-analysis of 50 studies
- OUTCOME:

Same language subtitles lead to fast language
learning



The Power of Subtitles







Current Standing



„uugot.it kann einen wesentlichen Beitrag 
dazu leisten, den Integrationsprozess zu 
beschleunigen. Dieses Vorhaben möchten 
wir als Stadt Linz unterstützen.“

Pilot Linz

- Partnership with municipality of Linz

- VHS Linz & bfi OÖ operational partners

- 200 pilot-users

- 1/3 consistent



Television and Education

Television can be a 
tremendous force for good. 
It can educate great 
numbers of people about 
the world around them. 

It can show us how much 
we have in common with 
our neighbours, near and 
far. And, it can shed light on 
the dark corners, where 
ignorance and hatred fester.

“

”Kofi Annan



Translates TV content to any language, a smart way to
improve language learning and having fun!



Team, Mentors & Partner

Philipp Christoph Francesca

Erika Hummer Wolfgang Freund



Achievement

What we have achieved so far:
- Crowdfunding Campaign funded successfully

- 2nd place at Austrian Refugee & Migration Award

- Awarded at Call4Europe Award

- Admission to Creative Media Entrepreneur Program

- Municipality of Linz is cooperation Partner

- Social Entrepreneurship Call won

- Social Business Call won

- Awarded with the integration prize of the city of Linz

- +30 articles about uugot.it in newspapers & magazines



Challenges and Benefits

Broadcasters

- Attracting a community which is out of reach
(national and international)

- Viewing habits are changing
- One way direction – no interactivity



Target group

Migrants, Expats and Travellers

Pupils, Students and Life Long Learners

Deaf and hearing impaired people

People interested in foreign points of views
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